
PAMS Korean Culture Courses
PAMS offers a selection of high-
demand, cutting-edge courses.
PAMS Korean Culture courses
offer a unique opportunity for
students interested in pursuing
careers in South Korea.
• Learn about Korean culture and
the entertainment industry from
experts in the field

• Dive into entirely online, AI-
supported learning modes that are
the first of their kind

• Join a multinational group learning
environment

• Enjoy a definitive employable
advantage working in Korea or
with Koreans

Enroll today by contacting your
local PAMS representative.

PLUS: PAMS Korean Entertainment
Industry Advanced Certification
Qualify for the PAMS Korean
Entertainment Industry Advanced
Certification by completing any
two PAMS Korean Culture courses,
and the PAMS Korean
Entertainment Industry Intensive
Summer Program (on location in
South Korea, 4 credits).
Other enquires to the PAMS Program
Coordinator, Trevor Bryon
(trevorbryon@woosong.org)

KOREAN CULTURE COURSE

Coursee information is accurate at time of
pubication, but course details, timetable and
dates may be subject to change.

AI Supported
K-Dance

3 credits, 15 weeks, asynchronous MOOC class

A
groundbreaking physical education
class, AI Supported K-Dance ushers
in a new era of education

technology. Unlike traditional PE classes,
this class applies a unique proprietary
AI dance analysis system. Students
upload videos as they learn each step,
allowing the AI to accurately analyze
and assess their progress and help them
iteratively improve their dance skills.
This class is equally well suited to all
levels of dancers from beginner to
advanced. The primary goal of the class
is to improve students’ dance skills and
for them to improve their basic physical
strength through fun dances and fitness
activities.

Course Requirements:
• An interest in learning fun K-dance
and in strengthening your body
• Students who enjoy social media
posting and watching other people’s
dancing
• Fluent English language ability

Class start date: Thursday, March 2nd 2023
This course has been designed by the
highly acclaimed Inné Yu, an alumna of
the Seoul Institute of the Arts, majoring
in dance. She is a talented K-dancer

with a dance
practice
teacher’s license.
Based on her
teaching
experience, she
systematically
demonstrates
and explains
dance moves to
students.


